
Nuclear dynamics and the adiabatic approximation (handPch.VI)

-Up until how we have considered the nuclei (or ions if

the y include some care electrons) as a fixed external

potential

However, they have dynamics like electrons. Also, the
interaction between electrons and nuclei is what
determines the equilibrium position of nuclei

Let's start with the full many-body Hamiltonian:

Hot: Tw +Te < Uee + Vew +UNN
-

kinetic
energy of nuclei:

- Etih
*Partition into: Atot= TW (R)+ter + UIr+R)

h

2 = 313, all nuclear coordinates ↑ All Youlomb interactions

v=3E3, all electronic coordinates

* Many-body Schoodinger equation is:

CTW (R1 + Te (r) + VCr,1] E(rR = WE (r,R)
in

vibronic wave function/energy of combined

electron/nuclear system

↓ I
*To C

M1, Te CMi, so we expect Trkte, hence the
"Static lattice" approximation we have been using.

*Electronic "adiabatic" Hamiltonian:

He (ViR) = Te+V10R) -> Ac (r;R)P(ViR)=En(r)4n (r; R)
↑

parametric dependence on R, i.e., R is a parameter, not
a variable



· Ifwe solve for End) versus R, we get a
multidimensional potential energy surface

↓E
EzIR

E, 1R)

EOCR)

7

R

- consider to (rid) for ground-state nondegenerate potential energy
surface (i.e., far from any other Eu(R)]

*Define classical forces on nuclei:

MII: -EER3 I forces are negative gradients of
potential energy surfaces

determined from electronic energies
at fixed R

· If we treat nuclei as classical, these EOM give their
dynamics

What if we treat the nuclei quantum mechanically?
↑still assuming non degenerate adiabatic potential energy surface

*Approximate full vibronic wavefunction with:

1 trial (5, R = xCRL 4n (r;R)
nuclear part ↑ telectronic part at fixed R

· This partitioning assumes electrons are in instantaneous

ground state for every R, even if nuclei are allowed
to move

· This is the "adiabatic" approximation



*Now take the expectation value of hot with Itrial:

K24m) Tx + He (<4m)) where (+107)=))** (riR\P(;R) draR

< 4197=(4*(riR PriRI dr
I result is a

-
-EC : <ElEm(RI1E> function ofR
->

= KAYmIw184m)> + K344m)Hel[4m) T

= SEl-Leon187-tKz4mlEm)>-tCEPuIECK
+ (11 Em 14) /E)

· Now we minimize this quantity what under

He constraint that it is normalized:

[+Em(RIJ [(R) +1 (R) 4IR) = WELR
I contains all of the terms involving f
can often be chosen to vanish if 4 is

real

·Dropping 1 gives equation for 4:

-Le +Em(RJ1CR) = WACR) Born - Oppenheimer approx

= Nuclear dynamis described by Schrodinger equation with
effective potential Em(R), i.e., adiabatic Pos


